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QUESTION 1

In Report Studio, why would an author create Statc Choices for a prompt? 

A. To provide prompt optons that are not found in the data source. 

B. So that the prompt appears with an opton selected by default. 

C. To provide default values to satsfy a parameter so a prompt page will not appear. 

D. So that the items that appear in the prompt depend on items selected in another prompt. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In the image below, 

the last column calculates the percentage that each Product type contributed to the overall revenue. What is the
calculaton in the last column? 

A. percentage ([Revenue]) 

B. percentage ([Revenue] for Product type) 

C. percentage ([Product type] for [Revenue]) 

D. percentage ([Product type]) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The image below contains two rows of informaton above the column headers. 
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How were these rows created? 

A. By using a table outside of the list 

B. By insertng list row cells in the list header 

C. By unlocking cells and insertng text items into the column header 

D. By using a block, padding and text items added to the overall header 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

In the report shown, 

users click on the Product line link to navigate to the specifc product line in the list below. Users can also click on the
Top link to return to the Product line list at the top of the report. Bookmarks are used to control this drill-through
behavior. How is each of the drill-throughs defned for this report to functon as described? 
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A. Product line drill-through: bookmark source type = Text, where Text =Top;Top drill-through: bookmark source type =
Data Item Value, where Data Item = Product line 

B. Product line drill-through: bookmark source type = Data Item Label, where Data Item = Product line;Top drill-through:
bookmark source type = Text, where Text =Top 

C. Product line drill-through: bookmark source type = Data Item Value, where Data Item = Product line;Top drill-through:
bookmark source type = Text, where Text =Top 

D. Product line drill-through: bookmark source type = Text, where Text = Top;Top drill-through: bookmark source type =
Data Item Value, where Data Item = Product line 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

In Report Studio, an author creates the following report: 

The author wants each row of this report to contain a column chart displaying quantty sold for a partcular product line.
How can the author ensure that the chart in each row displays data for only the product line 

that appears in the same row? 

A. Add a column chart to the list, link the column chart to the same query used for the list and then add data to the
chart. 

B. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create a union relatonship between the queries for the
list and the chart. 

C. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create an intersect relatonship between the queries for
the list and the chart. 

D. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create a master-detail relatonship between the queries
for the list and the chart. 

Correct Answer: D 
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